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MARTIN AND JOANNA DEBANKS, CAPTAIN
AND CHEF TEAM
Martin and Joanna have been employed in the
Yachting Industry globally for the past 25 years.
Their early years saw them running high end
diving and adventure charters in such far flung
places as Africa and the Middle East. From there
a move to Mexico and the Sea of Cortez saw
charters for the rich and famous added to their
resumes.
They eventually settled into a yacht with a global
itinerary specialising in game fishing and diving.
After over a decade and two circumnavigations
they decided to make Cairns and the Great
Barrier Reef their home bringing along their
enviable skill set and experience to help provide
charters of the highest calibre aboard MY Spirit.
Their love of the ocean is evident in all they do,
being so passionate in all water sports enables
them to easily cater for the most discerning and
adventurous of guests, whilst still providing the
luxury and service expected.
Cordon Bleu trained, Chef Joanna's love of
cooking materialised early in life thanks to her
mother's input, herself a lifelong chef. It was a
natural progression to combine her love of food
with her love of the sea.
Alongside Captain Martin, with their oceans of
experience and handpicked well-qualified crew,
you know you are in safe capable hands.

MY SPIRIT
T H E

V E S S E L

MY Spirit is a 35m Wavepiercer built in
New Zealand, launched in 2005 when she
received Super Yacht Design of the Year
award. Refitted in 2016, she is an
adventure charter yacht capable of taking
you places far off the beaten track where
you can immerse yourself safely in all the
activities we have to offer.

KEY FEATURES:
• Space and volume approximately the same as a 50m
mono hull.
• Multi hull stability.
• 5 cabins all on the main deck and above the water, an
impressive spacious owner's suite with private balcony.
• Extravagant bar area on the fly bridge, fantastic
for parties.
• Jacuzzi.
• Hydraulic swim platform, beach area perfect for
water sports.
• On-board wireless network and internet access, keep
in touch with your business around the globe.
• Customized / bespoke Itineraries.
• Experienced and versatile crew.
• Unparalleled service in the South Pacific.
• Great toy locker

MY SPIRIT
LUXURY CHARTERS
FLYBRIDGE

BRIDGE DECK

Marrying elegant and timeless good looks with modern
technology, the wave-piercing yacht is a 115-foot (35m)
motor yacht built in 2005 and refitted in 2016. She
accommodates up to 12 overnight guests in five
staterooms, which include an owner's stateroom with a
king size bed, four VIP cabins featuring king size beds, 2
of which can be converted into twin cabins or have the
option of 3 bunks.
Spirit's superior design and head-turning style catches
even the most discerning eyes wherever she goes. This
aesthetic was achieved by the world-renowned Ken
Freivokh, who brought Spirit to life with her sleek,
muscular exterior lines and an enviably spacious interior,
which is outfitted with the finest European furnishings,
finishings, and entertainment systems. With unparalleled
space and stability, Spirit promises a magic carpet ride
not often experienced in such large vessels.

SPECIFICATIONS
Built:

2005 | Refitted 2016

Construction:

Composite

Crusing Speed:

14 Knots | Top: 19 Knots

Range:

2000 nm

Builder:

New Zealand Yachts

Exterior Designer: Bakewell-White Yacht Design
Interior Designer:

MAIN DECK

Ken Freivokh

MY SPIRIT
DAY CHARTER

MY SPIRIT
PRIVATE CHARTER

MY SPIRIT
MOTHERSHIP

MY SPIRIT
STATIC CHARTERS

Whether you're looking to book a
corporate event, private party, or
relax for the day with family and
friends, consider using Spirit
luxury charter yacht. Embark
upon a daylong trip that creates
lifelong memories. We can
accommodate up to 12 guests
and customize your itinerary to
suit everyone's desires.

Our private yacht charters are
the pinnacle of luxury: a floating
five-star hotel where you are the
only guests. Sit back and relax –
the captain and crew will
navigate your customized
itinerary; your personal chef will
make culinary magic customized
to your taste, including preparing
any fish you catch. This is your
opportunity to be completely
spoiled in the paradise of your
choosing.

Spirit is the most luxurious
mothership operating along the
coast of Australia. Providing fivestar cuisine and exemplary
service for guests, and able to
access the most remote
locations, Spirit is the perfect
home base for an adventure
fishing expedition.

Spirit will be moored in Port for an
event or special occasion.
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
or corporate events. Static Charters
Surpass hotels for the ability to
entertain clients or guests. You will
have an attentive crew, luxury
environment, elegant venue and
complete privacy. During the event
the crewmembers will keep guests
happy with refreshments and
canapes or why not hold a Private
Lunch or Elegant dinner for up to 12
clients. Spirit can cater canapes for
up to 60 guests at any one time

All inclusive POA

All inclusive POA

All inclusive POA

All inclusive POA

PORT DOUGLAS
CAIRNS
WHITSUNDAYS
GREAT BARRIER REEF

MY SPIRIT
DESTINATIONS
When you charter MY Spirit you open a
world of options, from diving among the
greatest coral reefs in the world to taking
in the nightlife at a chic café in a dynamic
city center. Spirit offers an unparalleled
variety of vacation opportunities all
around Australia, the Solomon Islands, and
Papua New Guinea.

CAIRNS

WHITSUNDAYS

Live the truly tropical life when you arrive in Cairns, a
fashionable city with a relaxed vibe. With access to
the Great Barrier Reef and wonderfully close to the
wet tropics rainforest, Cairns provides the best in both
urbanity and adventure. Cool off in a freshwater
swimming hole, update your wardrobe at a chic
boutique, meet the locals at a farmer's market, or hop
on a rental bike for a two-wheeled tour of Cairns'
many scenic paths.

These clear protected waters offer some
of the best cruising grounds with calm
conditions in the Southern Hemisphere.
Join us and let the spectacular
landscapes wash over you as you
experience the ultimate in adventure and
luxury.

PORT DOUGLAS

Once at the GBR it is easy to understand
why it has made it into the seven
wonders of the world. So jump right in
to the action or sit back and take in the
beauty of the vast surroundings.

Where the rainforest meets the reef. Far North
Queensland's most prestige location has a lot to offer
SPIRIT guests, between shore excursions, shopping,
fishing, diving and adventure water sports.

GREAT BARRIER REEF

SOLOMON ISLANDS

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

PACIFIC ISLANDS

PACIFIC ISLANDS

MY SPIRIT
DESTINATIONS

Colorful reefs, gin-clear water, extreme adventure, empty beaches
and breath taking views. The Pacific Islands have everything and
more you could possibly need to make your next holiday
unforgettable.

SOLOMON ISLANDS
Made up of six large islands and over 900 smaller islands, the
Solomons is a hidden paradise. A unique blend of culture, history
and warm Pacific waters you will never want to leave.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
One of the most amazing destinations on our planet. Providing you
with jaw dropping scenery above and below the water along with a
cultural experience you will never forget.

ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES & TOYS

MY SPIRIT
A C T I V I T I E S

Spirit's Crew are specialised in adventure, water
sports and knowledge of their surroundings. This
allows Spirit's Guests to get the optimum
experience out of their destinations. Following is
a selection of what is on offer:
• Three tenders, one dedicated to fishing and an
extensive range of fishing equipment
• Inflatable, towable, fun toys, great for the kids!
• Wakeboard and Water Skis
• Full scuba gear and compressor
• Underwater scooters
• Paddle boards
• Kayaks
• Snorkelling equipment
• Surf boards
• GYM/Yoga equipment
• Guided shore hikes and excursions
EXTRA ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST:
• Diving and kite boarding instructors on board.
Why not learn to dive or kiteboard with your
own personal instructor
• Jet skis
• On shore tours and experiences
• Yoga
• Massage
• Spa treatments
• Helicopter tours
• Guided Barramundi fishing
• Marlin fishing

Some images courtesy of Tourism Tropical North Queensland

MY SPIRIT
BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES

We look forward to welcoming you
onboard My Spirit for your next
adventure.
Sample Itineraries and Menus are
available on request.

